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the design of really small micro laser mainly
used for laser imaging, green laser pointers,
laser show, spectroscopy, medical diagnostics
and a lot of other applications where the size of
the laser source is of great importance.
Within this experiment we are using such a
GLM and pumping it with the same setup as
for the Nd:YAG laser (LE-0700). The GLM is
mounted inside a 4 axes kinematic mount in order to align it to the focussed 808 nm pump radiation. As soon as the pump radiation hits the
crystal, green emission is produced. By aligning the crystal the optimum of green power will
be observed. Due to the possibility of tuning
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Fig. 2.62: Principle of the micro laser
The Green Laser Microchip consists of the
Nd:YVO4 crystal and the attached KTP crystal. The mirrors M1 and M2 form the cavity for the fundamental radiation at 1064 nm
and are coated for highest reflectivity for this
wavelength. In addition, M1 has a high transmission for the pump radiation at 808 nm and
a high reflectivity for the second harmonic at
532 nm, while M2 has a high transmission for
the second harmonic. The filter is used to sup-

press any residual radiation either at 808 nm
or 1064 nm or to suppress the green emission
to study the behaviour of the fundamental laser. The GLM is pumped by a separate laser
diode. The pump laser radiation is collimated
by a collimating lens (C) and focussed into the
GLM by the lens (L). Considering the index of
refraction for YVO4 and KTP the optical cavity
length is 5.4 mm, resulting in a spectral mode
distance of the fundamental mode of about

the temperature and output power of the pump
diode laser, a series of measurements are carried out to demonstrate the quadratic relation
between the green output and the fundamental
power. The modulation capability of the diode
laser driver allows the periodic switching on
and off of the pump laser diode and to observe
the “spiking” of the green radiation. Placing
the provided laser line filter in front of the
photodetector, only the 808 nm, 1064 nm or 532
nm radiation will be observed. This facilitates
the separate characterization of the fundamental laser as well as the second harmonic.

Introduction

Consider a cube of Neodymium
doped Yttrium Vanadate (Nd:VO4)
with a length of 1 mm to which is
bonded a KTP frequency doubler
crystal with the same cross section
but a length of 2 mm. Both opposite sides of
the compound are coated with a mirror forming
an optical cavity for the radiation of 1064 nm.
When pumped with a small laser diode at 808
nm green radiation is produced. With a typical pump power of 200-300 milliwatt at 808
nm, green output power of around 10 milliwatt
is obtained. Such a crystal compound (also
termed as Green Laser Microchip GLM) allows
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28 GHz. The gain bandwidth of the Nd:YVO4
crystal is 0.96 nm at 1064 nm or 254 GHz, allowing about 9 modes to oscillate. In principle
each fundamental mode may create a second
harmonic. However, due to the mainly homogeneously broadened gain profile, single frequency emission for the 1064 nm and 532 nm
is expected. In case the Nd:YVO4 is operating
on more than one longitudinal mode, the KTP
crystal also creates the sum-frequency of the
longitudinal modes. This in turn couples the
competing longitudinal modes and gives rise to
chaotic fluctuation of the green emission. This
phenomenon is also termed as “green problem”
and also will subject of the experimental observations. By changing the injection current and /
or temperature of the pump laser, the Nd:YVO4
laser can be brought back to single mode operation which is indicated by the disappearance of
the “green problem”.

How it works
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Fig. 2.63: Spiking of the 532 nm and 1064
nm and fluorescence decay

Fig. 2.64: The “Green Problem”
The gain medium (Nd:YVO4), the nonlinear
frequency doubler crystal (KTP) and the cavity
tion current and temperature

↑Diode laser power

The measurements may start with the characterization of the pump diode laser (16) which is
connected and controlled by a microprocessor
controller (4). The used laser diode is attached
to a Peltier cooler which allows the temperature
control from 10 to 50°C and the injection current control from 0 to 700 mA.
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Fig. 2.65: Pump laser power versus injec1.0
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The wavelength of the laser diode depends on
the temperature of the emitting semiconductor
chip and the injection current. To determine the
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are inseparably connected and thus forming a
highly nonlinear structure. The Fig. 2.63 shows
the laser and fluorescence response when pumping with a pump laser pulse. The initial spiking
of the Nd:YVO4 laser emission is damped by
the second harmonic wave. After the sudden
switch off of the pump laser, an exponential decay of the 1064 nm radiation is observed. The
Fig. 2.64 shows undesired fluctuation of the
green radiation caused by the sum-frequency
generation by the KTP of competing longitudinal modes which occurs only if the Nd:YVO4
laser is not operating in single mode.
The photodetector is placed in front of the
diode laser without any other optical components. The distance L is chosen such, that the
photodetector is not saturated at maximum
power and provides a sufficient signal at lower
power values. The photodetector is connected
to the junction box (5) where the photo current
is converted into a linear voltage which is available at a BNC connector at the rear of (5).
For a set of temperature values the diode laser
power for a series of injection current values
is recorded and plotted. The resulting curves
show the threshold and slope efficiency of the
laser diode (Fig. 2.65).
line filter (10) in front of the photodetector (5).
For a fixed injection current, the non-absorbed
pump radiation is recorded for a series of temGLM
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Fig. 2.66: Pump laser absorption versus
temperature
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wavelength of the laser diode and the absorption spectra of the GLM we are using a setup as
shown in the figure below. To suppress the 1064
nm and the 532 nm we place a 810 ± 5 nm laser

PD
perature values. The resulting graph (Fig. 2.66)
shows two or more distinct maxima whereby
one is higher than the other, which can be assigned to a wavelength of 808.4 nm.

Once the optimum operating temperature has
been estimated, the output power of the fundamental radiation of 1064 nm is measured as a
Laser diode 808 nm
L

a high reflectivity, a small fraction is still transmitted. The Fig. 2.67 allows the determination
of the threshold and the slope efficiency in the
Laser line filter 1064 nm
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Fig. 2.67: Nd:VO4 Laser power versus pump
power
50 ↑ 532 nm output power [mW]
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linear range of the curve for the Nd:YVO4 laser.
Above 550 mA the curve starts to saturate and
even drops beyond 650 mA due to gain saturation and thermal effects.

The measurement of the “green” output power
reveals the nonlinear character of the second
harmonic generation process. To measure only
the 532 nm radiation, the laser line filter (9)

the second harmonic radiation. Before the saturation takes place the “green” power depends
quadratically on the fundamental power. In the
example of Fig. 2.67 and Fig. 2.68 a power me-
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function of the pump power or the injection current of the pump laser diode. To measure only
the radiation at 1064 nm, the laser line filter (11)
is applied. Although the mirror of the GLM has
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Fig. 2.68: SHG power versus fundamental
power

C
is applied. Since the fundamental power (Fig.
2.67) saturates beyond an injection current of
550 mA, it is expected that the same happens to

PD
ter has been used to measure the absolute power
values and it should be noted, that the green radiation attains almost 30 mW!
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state experimental Laser with Frequency
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The heart of the setup is the Green Laser
Module which has a size of only 1 x 1 x 3 mm. It
is cemented into a slotted brass cylinder, which
itself is mounted into the 5 axis adjustment
holder (8). The GLM can be rotated around its
axis, translated in X and Y and tilted in two
orthogonal angles. The GLM is pumped by the
temperature and current controlled diode laser
(17). The controller (4) provides a fast modulation of the injection current along with variable
duty values from 0 to 100%. This allows the
reduction of the thermal load to the GLM and
study the fundamental properties in a clearer
manner. The emission of the diode laser is collimated (14) and centred to the mechanical axis
of the optical bench (9). The focusing lens (15)

having a focal length of 60 mm creates a small
focus. The lens is positioned in such a way that
the focus lies well within the GLM. As soon as
the GLM is excited, the green (532 nm) laser
radiation is observed behind the GLM. By adjusting the GLM with respect to the pump beam,
the intensity of the green radiation is maximized. In addition to the green radiation, the
1064 nm Nd:VO4 fundamental radiation as well
as the unabsorbed residual pump power at 808
nm is present. To make each of the radiation accessible separately, laser line filter for 532 nm
(10), 808 nm (11) and 1064 nm (12) are provided.
These filters are placed into the mounting plate
(6) in front of the photodetector (14).

Another essential device - not only for this experiment - is the MK1 digital controller. Modern
micro processor solutions are combined with
robust and precision experimental requirements. The MK1 provides a touch screen to activate the desired settings like temperature, injection current, modulation frequency and duty
cycle of the modulation. The desired value is set
by an precise knob operated electronic encoder.
The temperature stabilisation has an outstand-

ing accuracy of ±2 mK. Of course, the device is
equipped with a USB bus and can be operated
by the Windows© based computer or pads. The
required software (ES-0040 MK1 controller
software) is freely available. All of our LED,
diode laser or DPSSL can be operated with
the MK1. Each light source is equipped with a
nonvolatile memory which is read by the MK1
and sets the maximum permissible limits of the
temperature and operation current accordingly.

LE-0900 Diode pumped Nd:YVO4 Micro Laser consisting of:
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Code
Qty. Description
CA-0060
1 Infrared display card 0.8 -1.4 µm
CA-0080
1 Optics cleaning set
CA-0450
2 BNC connection cable 1 m
DC-0040
1 Diode laser controller MK1
DC-0380
1 Photodetector Junction Box ZB1
MM-0020 1 Mounting plate C25 on carrier MG20
MM-0100
1 Target Cross in C25 Mount
MM-0420 1 Four axes kinematic mount on carrier MG20
MP-0150
1 Optical Bench MG-65, 500 mm
OC-0750
1 Laser line filter 532 nm in C25 mount
OC-0754
1 Laser line filter 810 nm in C25 mount
OC-0756
1 Laser line filter 1064 nm in C25 mount
OC-0880
1 GCL in CR25 mount
OM-0620
1 Collimating optics on carrier MG20
OM-0622
1 Focussing optics, f=60 mm on carrier MG20
OM-0640
1 SiPIN photodetector on carrier MG20
OM-L500
1 Diode laser module 808 nm on C20
UM-LE09 1 Manual Micro laser
Option (order separately)
CA-0200
1 Oscilloscope 100 MHz digital, two channel
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